Abstract -A multiple access source code (MASC) is a source code designed for the following network configuration: a pair of jointly distributed information sequences {X,}zl and {K}zl is drawn i.i.d. according to joint probability mass function (p.m.f.) p ( z , y); the encoder for each source operates without knowledge of the other source; the decoder receives the encoded bit streams of both sources. The rate region for MASCs with arbitrarily small but non-zero error probabilities was studied by Slepian and Wolf. In this paper, we consider the properties of optimal truly lossless MASCs and apply our findings to practical truly lossless and near lossless code design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Given finite-alphabet sources X E X and Y E y with joint p.m.f. p ( z , y), a zero-error instantaneous MASC for (X, Y ) comprises encoders, yx : X + {0,1}* and yy : y -+ {O,l}*, and decoder, y-' : {O,l}* x {0,1}* + X x y . For any input sequences z1,zz ,... and y1,y2,.. ., decoder y-' perfectly reconstructs (z1,yl) from yx(z~),yx(z~), . . . and yy(y1),yy(yz), . . . by reading only yx(z1) and yy(y1). If the decoder losslessly decodes X before decoding Y , then the problem reduces to coding Y with side information X available only at the decoder.
A class of zero-error instantaneous side-information codes is introduced in [l, 21. Here Y is encoded so that y, yr E = {y E y : p(zl y) > 0) for some x E X implies that yy(y) is not a prefix of yy(y'). The decoder first losslessly decodes X and then uses the value of X to determine the set {yy(y) : y E A x } from which to decode Y. Since these codewords are prefix-free, the description of Y E AX is uniquely decodable given X.
This paper characterizes optimal zero-error instantaneous side-information MASCs. Extensions to the general zero-error and near-lossless MASC problems and efficient design algorithms appear in [3, 41. 
DEFINITIONS
Symbols y1,yz E y can be combined under p(z,y) if p(z,yl)p(z,yz) = 0 for all z E X. The collection G y is called a 1-level group for p ( z , y) if each pair y,, yj E G can be combined under p ( z , y); the tree representation T(8) is a single node representing all members of g. For any y E y , (y) is a special case of a 1-level group. A 2-level group g = (R : C('R)) for p(z,y) comprises a root ' R and its children C('R), where ' R is a 1-level group, C('R) is a set of 1-level groups, and for each G f E C('R), each pair yl E ' R and ya E 8' can be combined under p(z,y). In the tree representation 779) for A partition P = {GI,. . . , Gm} on y for p ( z , y) is a complete and non-overlapping set of groups. The tree representation T ( P ) for P is built by linking the roots of 7 ( Q i ) , i = 1,. . . , m , to an empty root note r. We refer to a 1-level group 8 at node T ( 8 ) in T ( P ) using the vector n describing the path from r to T(4). Node n has K(n) children, denoted by nl, n2,. . . , nK(n), and n's subtree probability Q(n) is the sum of the probabilities of n's members and descendants.
B, T('R) is the root of T(8)
A matched code yy for partition P is a binary code where for any T(n) E T ( P ) and any y1,yz E n, y3 E nk, 9 4 E nlc'
(1) yy(y1) = yy(y2); (2) in T(P) gives 7bH)(y) for all y E n. Matched arithmetic codes are similarly constructed from arithmetic step descriptions.
Theorem 3
The matched H u f i a n code for partition P minimizes the expected rate over all matched codes for P .
Using these results, we can calculate the optimal rate for each partition on y and choose the partition with the lowest optimal rate. The optimal code on that partition is the optimal zero-error instantaneous code for y .
